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Introduction {#jep12510-sec-0005}
============

Background {#jep12510-sec-0006}
----------

Many efforts to improve health systems were made over the past decade to mitigate the global rising prevalence rates and associated financial and clinical burden of diabetes \[[1](#jep12510-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#jep12510-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}\]. In Canada, the United States and numerous other countries, national and/or regional diabetes strategies were funded to enhance health promotion, disease prevention and disease management \[[1](#jep12510-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#jep12510-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#jep12510-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#jep12510-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}\]. In parallel, extensive health care reforms fostered a proactive chronic disease management approach and programmes were implemented to support the re‐design of diverse health care organizations with more emphasis on team‐based care, electronic infrastructure and care delivery incentives \[[6](#jep12510-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#jep12510-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}\]. However, evaluations of these efforts have, in general, produced insufficient evidence to inform future investments and health system improvements \[[8](#jep12510-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#jep12510-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#jep12510-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#jep12510-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}\]. When evidence of successful innovations was available, there were many barriers to participating in knowledge translation to scale‐up successes \[[4](#jep12510-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#jep12510-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#jep12510-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}\]. In 2008, Borgermans *et al*. suggested that the shortfall of evidence to guide investments and knowledge translation in part exists because a comprehensive and systematic diabetes evaluation framework was not available [\[14\]](#jep12510-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}.

Evaluation frameworks {#jep12510-sec-0007}
---------------------

In 2014, Paquette‐Warren *et al*. examined existing health‐related and diabetes‐specific evaluation frameworks and found a continued need for a framework that would provide step‐by‐step guidance from study conceptualization, to consideration of current methodological options, knowledge exchange and translation [\[10\]](#jep12510-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}. The authors stated that the main overall limitations of existing frameworks was the lack of clear processes to: (1) capture quality and meaningful data using multi‐level indicators (e.g. key diabetes indicators for surveillance, indicators related to the system or environment including structural and organizational features, and indicators for chronic care and quality of care related to different aspects of health); and (2) explore the causal relationships between investments, programmes and process/outcomes [\[10\]](#jep12510-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}. Other key aspects suggested as crucial were pulling together the strengths of existing frameworks such as lists of indicators from different sectors for comprehensiveness and finding balance among methodological rigour, cost and feasibility.

The Diabetes Evaluation Framework for Innovative National Evaluations (DEFINE) was developed as an attempt to overcome limitations of current frameworks \[[15](#jep12510-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#jep12510-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}\]. DEFINE has yet to be tested to determine its strengths and limitations, but it incorporates key factors such as acquisition of comprehensive evidence necessary to critically inform and enable decision makers, as well as active participation in knowledge translation and exchange for scalability of positive health system change \[[9](#jep12510-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#jep12510-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#jep12510-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#jep12510-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}\]. Unlike previous evaluation frameworks, DEFINE includes a stepwise evaluation approach with suggested processes to facilitate assessment beyond traditional system performance by exploring the relationships between programmes and diabetes outcomes. It includes a comprehensive list of multi‐level indicators related to the Organization of Healthcare, Healthcare Delivery, Environment and the Patient that are inclusive of, but not limited to, clinical processes and outcomes. Furthermore, it stresses the use of mixed‐methods and integrated knowledge translation through the involvement of stakeholders in setting evaluation goals and prioritization of indicators to accommodate real‐world evaluation constraints such as timelines, data availability and financial and human resources. A more detailed description of existing frameworks and the development of DEFINE is published [\[10\]](#jep12510-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} and the current DEFINE framework and associated interactive tools are available at <http://tndms.ca/research/define/index.html>.

Aim {#jep12510-sec-0008}
---

It is hypothesized that using DEFINE\'s prescribed steps and guiding principles could yield more comprehensive and meaningful evaluation results to better inform decision makers regarding fund allocation, health care policy and health system change aimed at decreasing the burden of diabetes. The purpose of this case study was to examine how DEFINE could be applied as an evaluation tool by studying two previously conducted and reported naturalistic comprehensive evaluations \[the evaluations of the Partnerships for Health (PFH) Program and the Quality Improvement and Innovation Partnership (QIIP) Program\]. The authors retrospectively explored the similarities and differences among the processes, designs and methods undertaken in these cases using a framework analysis approach to expand the knowledge of DEFINE\'s usability, strengths and limitations and to provide an example of how DEFINE could be used to conduct future real‐world comprehensive evaluations in health care settings \[[18](#jep12510-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#jep12510-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}\]. A critical and positivist approach was used for this intrinsic and collective case study.

Case descriptions {#jep12510-sec-0009}
-----------------

### Case 1 {#jep12510-sec-0010}

PFH was a chronic disease prevention and management framework demonstration project with a focus on quality improvement \[[20](#jep12510-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#jep12510-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#jep12510-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}\]. Implemented between 2008 and 2011, the programme targeted inter‐professional primary health care teams (family doctors, practice‐based allied providers and administrative staff and community‐based allied providers and administrative staff) and used diabetes as a proxy to improve team‐based chronic care in the region of South western Ontario, Canada.

### Case 2 {#jep12510-sec-0011}

QIIP \[[23](#jep12510-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#jep12510-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}\] was implemented from 2008 to 2010 and targeted inter‐professional primary health care teams across the entire province of Ontario, Canada. The overall goal of this quality improvement programme was to develop a high‐performing primary health care system focused on chronic disease management, disease prevention and improved access to care using diabetes management, colorectal cancer screening and patient access as proxies.

Both programmes were founded on the principles of the Expanded Chronic Care Model \[[25](#jep12510-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#jep12510-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}\] and utilized the Institute for Healthcare Improvement Breakthrough Series adult learning model [\[27\]](#jep12510-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}. Through a series of learning sessions, both programmes brought health care teams together to learn about their target areas (e.g. diabetes) and associated clinical practice guidelines, as well as mechanisms to improve chronic care using a team‐based approach. Between the learning sessions (action periods of approximately 3 months), teams returned to their practices to test change ideas on a small scale prior to large‐scale implementation. Albeit to varying degrees, the programmes supported the work of participants with quality improvement coaches, teleconferences with programme leaders and invited expert speakers, website forum communications, the sharing and uploading of improvement data and information technology (IT) training. Each programme highlighted the importance of scaling‐up their successes by spreading lessons learned to colleagues in health care settings.

The main differences between the programmes were that: (1) QIIP was more extensively implemented as a provincial initiative whereas PFH targeted a sub‐provincial region; (2) PFH focused primarily on diabetes, process mapping and optimizing electronic population‐based surveillance; whereas, QIIP focused on diabetes, colorectal cancer screening and office access and efficiency; (3) PFH required the development of partnerships between primary health care team members and external diabetes, mental health and other community care providers; (4) PFH offered more continuous and extensive onsite and offsite IT support; and (5) the PFH evaluation was conducted prospectively to guide programme implementation and provide feedback on critical changes needed in real time.

In both cases, programmatic impact was studied using comprehensive external mixed‐methods evaluations. The variability in the designs used for these evaluations are described in detail as part of the results of this article. Details about the evaluation results of the PFH and QIIP evaluations can be found in the published literature \[[20](#jep12510-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#jep12510-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#jep12510-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#jep12510-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}\].

Methods {#jep12510-sec-0012}
=======

Based on Crowe *et al*. [\[19\]](#jep12510-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, the design for this case study was: (1) intrinsic -- focused on learning more about the implementation processes used to conduct comprehensive evaluations of quality improvement diabetes programmes; and (2) collective -- used more than one case to broaden the understanding of the complexity of doing real‐world evaluation research to inform investments into health system change. A critical approach was used to question assumptions about the cases using an evaluation approach or processes that produced comprehensive and meaningful results for decision makers. To maximise learning from factors unrelated to the assumptions, a positivist approach was used to explore pre‐identified variables in the findings and to test the theoretical steps and guiding principles embedded in DEFINE.

Case selection and data collection {#jep12510-sec-0013}
----------------------------------

The cases were selected because they were available in the published literature and unique in their comprehensive approach to evaluating chronic disease quality improvement programmes. Access to the details about these evaluations, beyond those provided in the published literature such as interim and final reports or raw data or implementation notes and documentation or case investigators, were available to the authors as research members of the Centre for Studies in Family Medicine at Western University. The cases evaluated programmes that were very similar in terms of their goals, structure and implementation, yet the evaluation design and implementation used to assess their impact revealed some interesting similarities and differences. This made these cases ideal for studying the evaluation process in relation to the theoretical step‐wise approach of DEFINE.

Data analysis {#jep12510-sec-0014}
-------------

A framework approach [\[19\]](#jep12510-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} was used starting with familiarization of the cases' documents, followed by identifying a thematic framework to analyse the content \[i.e. selection of DEFINE [\[10\]](#jep12510-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}\], indexing and charting the content of individual materials to the framework steps and sub‐steps, and then mapping and documenting interpretations as part of the triangulation process within and between the cases [\[28\]](#jep12510-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}. The trustworthiness of the findings was enhanced through the use of a theoretical framework (alignment of the data to the framework steps and sub‐steps), by validating the findings with evaluation investigators (iterative individual and team review and analyses) and transparency related to case selection, researcher involvement and explicit description of interpretations/conclusions \[[18](#jep12510-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#jep12510-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#jep12510-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}\].

Results {#jep12510-sec-0015}
=======

DEFINE -- Goal A: guide comprehensive evaluation {#jep12510-sec-0016}
------------------------------------------------

The first goal of DEFINE is to guide comprehensive evaluation (Fig. [1](#jep12510-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Quality improvement programmes designed to improve health care delivery can be complex, with wide‐ranging stakeholder groups, target populations, resources and expected outcomes. This can make it challenging to conduct a meaningful evaluation. Under Goal A, Step 1 of DEFINE is focused on ensuring that the right people are involved to formulate the right questions and approach to obtain valuable information about the impact of a programme. To accomplish this, five sub‐steps outline important action items: exploring the possible interactions and causal linkages among the programme and the determinants of health (1.1), identifying implementation processes and intended outcomes in a logic model (1.2), assessing the value of the evidence being sought and discussing indicators of interest (1.3), weighing the strengths and limitations of study designs (1.4), and selecting evaluation questions and an approach that is feasible and will best achieve the goals of stakeholders (1.5) [\[16\]](#jep12510-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}. *Step 1: Work iteratively with stakeholders to identify evaluation goals* Both the PFH and QIIP evaluations brought multiple stakeholders together to set evaluation priorities and to provide high‐level oversight of the evaluation design, implementation and interpretation of results. Ad hoc and regular meetings were held with stakeholders including government representatives, funders, external evaluation team members, programme administrators and implementers. QIIP also included representatives of participating doctors and primary health care team administrators. PFH did not include programme participants because the evaluation was done concurrently with programme implementation, but community health care representatives and clinical experts were included.Each evaluation team developed a programme logic model to ensure a common understanding of the programme and to identify potentially meaningful evaluation results. In both cases, an iterative process was used to summarize programme activities and anticipated outcomes and to explore the causal linkages and interactions between them. During this process, open communication and collaboration between the external evaluation team and the stakeholders were necessary to confirm an accurate summary of the programmes, and served as the building blocks to establish positive relationships prior to implementing the evaluation. Main evaluation goals were set in both cases and specificity and feasibility was considered when exploring sub‐objectives and potential methodologies. Objectives deemed by the stakeholders to not be feasible were included in the logic models to help gain a better understanding of the targeted and/or anticipated intermediate and long‐term outcomes of the programme, and to ensure that short‐term outcomes and indicators would be explored in order to make inferences about potential programmatic impact over time.In PFH, the main goal set by the stakeholders was to determine the programmatic impact on patients living with diabetes by examining whether implementation and participation in PFH: (1) resulted in a change in chronic care delivery; and (2) improved diabetes care processes and outcomes. Emphasis was placed on gathering data for each component of the chronic disease prevention and management framework [\[21\]](#jep12510-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}: approach and commitment to chronic care, partnerships and coordination among primary and community health care sites and the patients, the role of patients in care, care delivery and information technology systems and procedures and changes in process and clinical outcomes.QIIP\'s main evaluation goal was to assess the impact of the programme on the development of a high‐performing primary health care system focused on chronic disease prevention and management, and improved access to care. It centred on three core programme topics: diabetes management, colorectal cancer screening and office access and efficiency. An assessment of programme implementation was included as well as a focus on measurement of the application of teachings to other clinical situations, the relationship between team and practice characteristics and clinical outcomes, and clinical changes over time.The main difference between the cases was that PFH concentrated on measuring changes occurring within programme participants (pre‐post) whereas QIIP compared participant results to a control population. This led to the selection of different designs, methodologies and data sources for gathering evidence.

![Diabetes Evaluation Framework for Innovative National Evaluations 5‐Step Evaluation Framework.](JEP-22-644-g001){#jep12510-fig-0001}

DEFINE -- Goal B: build a balanced and robust body of evidence {#jep12510-sec-0017}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The literature calls for more robust evidence related to the description and impact of programmes \[[8](#jep12510-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#jep12510-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}\] which is DEFINE\'s second goal: to build a balanced and robust body of evidence (Fig. [1](#jep12510-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Multiple sequential steps and sub‐steps are housed under Goal B: Step 2, developing an evaluation plan to gather the evidence. This is accomplished by identifying specific indicators and data sources (2.1), selecting appropriate measurement tools (2.2), and ideally implementing a mixed‐methods methodology to collect the data (2.3). Step 3 follows with the synthesis of the evidence through data analysis and interpretation of findings (3.1), validation of findings with stakeholders (3.2), and integration/triangulation of the findings (3.3) [\[16\]](#jep12510-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}. *Step 2: Develop an evaluation plan to gather the evidence* PFH and QIIP evaluators both used a logic model to guide the identification of specific multi‐level indicators and data sources (e.g. patients, providers, programme administrators, patient charts, surveillance system, etc.) and to develop a comprehensive mixed‐methods design. This was done by aligning indicators, data sources and methodologies to programme activities and anticipated outcomes listed in the logic model. To ensure comprehensiveness, evidence was sought to demonstrate impact and to provide information about how this impact was made possible by including both process and outcomes evaluation components (i.e. linking the programme activities to outcomes). The design, sampling and participant eligibility for each method were unique to each evaluation because: (1) the PFH evaluation was conducted prospectively, while the QIIP evaluation was conducted retrospectively; (2) QIIP had a smaller evaluation timeline and budget, as well as a larger target population and geographical region; and (3) both had different stakeholders with specific goals and interests. Each design presented advantages and limitations to be mitigated to enhance the rigour, credibility and trustworthiness of the findings.PFH evaluation activities were selected to capture the complexity and variability within the programme structure, implementation process, programme participants (i.e. process evaluation) and the programme\'s impact on the care teams' knowledge and approach to care and clinical processes and outcomes (i.e. outcome evaluation). Conducting the evaluation prospectively with implementation observation and parallel data collection strengthened the overall design and provided an opportunity to support programme fidelity, as well as to identify necessary programme changes. A pre--post matched design was selected for the chart audit of patients with type 2 diabetes to collect clinical process and outcomes data. The surveys also used a pre--post matched design to capture the perspective of programme participants and patients on diabetes care processes, care coordination, participation and outcomes. Post‐data were limited to the programme timeline and funding; therefore, rigour was enhanced by seeking similar data from multiple sources (i.e. patient chart information, practice‐based administrators and providers, community‐based administrators and providers, and patients living with diabetes). Pre--post data were supplemented with post‐only in‐depth interviews and focus groups data (e.g. perspective of programme implementers, participants and patients about their experience in caring for people with diabetes or living with diabetes and obtaining care for themselves, team‐functioning, key lessons learned in the programme, spread and sustainability and self‐management). Lastly, the qualitative data augmented the participant observation and programme documentation (log books, hand‐outs and reports) process evaluation data. Using multiple methods and sources enabled the evaluators to capitalize on the strengths of each method, and gain a broader understanding of the impact of the programme.The QIIP evaluation was conducted retrospectively using a multi‐measure, mixed‐methods, pre--post controlled design to capture the complexity and breadth of this real‐world programme. The methodological rigour of the design was increased by including a matched‐control for the chart audit and advanced access survey components of the evaluation. Post‐only surveys (with programme participants) and interviews (with programme implementers and participants) were used to capture data related to short‐term outcomes listed within the logic model such as team functioning, capacity to implement quality improvement strategies and interactions among programme participants and coaches. In addition, a process evaluation was done to assess whether the programme was implemented as intended, identify changes made to better meet the needs of the participants and whether it was deemed effective as a programme. Comparisons were made between the original programme plans and implementation process through analysis of interview and survey results as well as programme documentation (e.g. meeting minutes, attendance sheets and learning session agendas). After discussions between the stakeholders and the evaluation team, the evaluation plan was expanded to include a health administrative data analysis component (controlled pre--post study design). This further strengthened the overall design by creating an opportunity to compare the billing data of consenting QIIP doctors to all other doctors practising in the same funding model in the province.Regardless of the final designs used in these evaluation cases, researchers were dedicated to capturing evidence that met the evaluation goals set by the stakeholders and focused on comprehensiveness by identifying multiple mixed‐methods process and outcome indicators. Table [1](#jep12510-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"} shows that indicators were included across the multiple levels and priority indicators identified in the DEFINE determinants of health schematic and priority indicator list. Also important was the emphasis placed on feasibility with the use of best practice strategies to enhance rigour in the designs. In these cases, similar strategies were used: (1) the use of an external evaluation team; (2) assessment of programme impact across multi‐levels of indicators aligned to programme activities, short‐term outcomes, data sources and measurement tools in a logic model; and (3) a comprehensive process and outcomes evaluation using a mixed‐methods approach.*Step 3: Synthesise the evidence* The complexity of the comprehensive, multi‐method/multi‐indicator approach used in PFH and QIIP necessitated extensive iterative and multi‐step data analysis and synthesis. Data analyses for all methods were first completed independently. Then integration of the results was done using a convergence triangulation approach [\[28\]](#jep12510-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} to build on the strengths of each method and to add rigour to the evidence. In PFH, convergence triangulation was facilitated by aligning the results to the anticipated outcomes listed in the logic model and by displaying the results of each method side‐by‐side. This activity provided insight into key factors and variations within the results, and allowed the evaluators to make inferences about the programmatic impact. In QIIP, the logic model outcome statements were grouped into key sections such as capacity building, clinical process and outcomes, and team functioning and aligned with the data available from each method. Summary statements for each key section of the logic model were included to highlight the main findings of each methodological component, as well as triangulation statements to denote when qualitative and quantitative findings corroborated and/or converged. This provided a more complete picture of the results and allowed the evaluation team to draw from all findings to inform interpretation and conclusions about the programme.In both evaluations, preliminary findings were presented to the stakeholders before any final conclusions were drawn about the programmes. Where results did not match anecdotal information or the perspective of stakeholders, the data were revisited to confirm accuracy. This validation process was a valuable exercise to ensure accuracy of the results and to reassure stakeholders that they were verified. This led to slight changes in the reports and additional analyses, though it did not change the main findings of the evaluations.

###### 

Multi‐level indicators included in PFH and QIIP categorized by the DEFINE levels and priority indicators
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DEFINE -- Goal C: facilitate knowledge translation {#jep12510-sec-0018}
--------------------------------------------------

Integrated knowledge translation is an integral and essential component of the entire DEFINE framework such as working with stakeholders to set evaluation goals and to verify the accuracy of evaluation results under Goals A and B; however, special emphasis is placed on programme‐end knowledge translation in Goal C to ensure that evaluation findings are translated into action (Fig. [1](#jep12510-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Without successful knowledge translation, the lessons learned, gaps and successes identified through evaluation cannot effectively be disseminated to knowledge users, funders and the public, which prevents opportunities to inform future programme planning or evaluation. DEFINE encourages two steps to facilitate programme‐end knowledge translation: Step 4 -- the development of a dissemination plan with stakeholders \[select key messages (4.1), identifying potential target audiences (4.2), anticipating and mitigating potential barriers to knowledge translation (4.3) and tailoring the language and medium of the materials for the audience (4.4)\], and Step 5 -- participating in knowledge exchange and translation to share new information and integrate new knowledge into the field of diabetes (5.1) and planning new innovative programmes and/or evaluations (5.2) [\[16\]](#jep12510-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}. *Step 4: Develop a dissemination plan with stakeholders* Both PFH and QIIP were limited in their documentation of programme‐end knowledge translation efforts. There is some indication in meeting minutes that potential target audiences, barriers and mediums were considered, but no concrete evidence is available to describe brainstorming and decisions made regarding a dissemination plan.*Step 5: Participate in knowledge exchange and translation* Internal and external strategies were used to optimize project‐specific knowledge exchange and continued collaboration or information sharing between the evaluation teams and the programme stakeholders. Internal dissemination activities included reports to stakeholders and reports or presentations to participants. External dissemination strategies in both cases included presentations to government and local health agencies, 10 to 12 professional presentations or posters each, and as of September 2015, two PFH and two QIIP scholarly publications \[[20](#jep12510-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#jep12510-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#jep12510-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#jep12510-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}\]. In PFH, presentations to the broader health care community in the region and province also occurred. It was unclear from the case information available to the authors how much knowledge exchange occurred independent of the evaluation teams.From an evaluation perspective, knowledge translation was accomplished through the integration of the lessons learned in PFH into the design of the QIIP evaluation. Subsequently, both cases contributed to the development of FORGE AHEAD, a community‐driven, culturally relevant quality improvement research and evaluation programme in Indigenous communities across Canada (<http://tndms.ca/forgeahead/index.html>). Also, the PFH and QIIP evaluations contributed to the iterative development of DEFINE by systematically integrating the hands‐on experience of the PFH and QIIP evaluations with broader evaluation research, methodological and theoretical literature. This reinforced the importance of a comprehensive, mixed‐methods evaluation approach capable of informing programme and policy development with the goal of improving the care and health of people living with diabetes. From a programme perspective, there is evidence of sustained efforts, but limited information about knowledge to action or translation to other setting or contexts.

Discussion {#jep12510-sec-0019}
==========

Investment in health care reform to support better alignment of health care services and delivery to the needs of patients living with chronic diseases continues to be a priority given the ongoing rise in the prevalence, and clinical and financial burden of chronic diseases on the health care system and society \[[1](#jep12510-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#jep12510-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}\]. However, without more comprehensive evaluations, there is a lack of evidence to inform and support investment into strategies that are successful at improving health care delivery for patients with chronic illnesses \[[18](#jep12510-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#jep12510-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#jep12510-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}\]. DEFINE was developed to guide comprehensive evaluation of diabetes prevention and management strategies, and to facilitate policy innovations that could improve diabetes care. The framework builds on the strengths of existing frameworks and substantiates it with the real‐world experience of conducting comprehensive evaluations [\[10\]](#jep12510-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}. Specifically, it includes clear steps to facilitate the identification of evaluation goals, selection of meaningful multi‐level indicators, gathering of quality data using mixed‐methods and a mechanism to explore the causal relationships between investments, programmes and outcomes, which were highlighted as key drawbacks of pre‐existing frameworks [\[10\]](#jep12510-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}.This study used DEFINE to examine two cases that assessed the impact of quality improvement diabetes programmes and provides insights into how this theoretical framework can be applied as an evaluation tool to shape future real‐world evaluations.

To learn more about the potential value of DEFINE\'s prescribed steps and guiding principles in gathering better evidence to inform decision makers, the published articles and other documentation from the PFH and QIIP evaluations were studied retrospectively and information was aligned to the three main goals and guiding steps of the framework. This exploration of the process, design and methods used in each case revealed under Goal A of DEFINE that both PFH and QIIP cases demonstrated effort in bringing multiple and diverse stakeholders together to work iteratively to summarise programme details, investigate potential interactions and causal linkages among programme elements and anticipated outcomes, and to identify meaningful and feasible evaluation goals and objectives (were of integrated knowledge translation). Of special interest are the relationships developed between the evaluation team and the stakeholders during this process and its perceived beneficial influence during evaluation implementation, completion and end‐programme knowledge translation phases. This confirms previous suggestions that collaborative work of this nature may serve as a judicious platform to conduct a successful evaluation \[[29](#jep12510-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#jep12510-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}\]. Prospective use of the DEFINE tools such as the worksheets related to stakeholder engagement, programme description and logic model development is needed to determine the strengths and limitations of this aspect of the framework and further assess the benefit of these processes in conducting evaluations.

For Goal B of DEFINE, the comprehensiveness of the P4H and QIIP evaluations included key action items associated with building a balanced and robust body of evidence. Although different between the cases, both identified multi‐level priority indicators across the four levels of the DEFINE Determinants of Health Schematic included multiple data sources (e.g. stakeholders, providers, interviews, surveys, charts), and implemented mixed‐methods designs to collect data. This aligns well with suggestions that researchers should use sophisticated mixed‐methods designs to study interventions and their relationships to lived experiences and impact because no ideal design exists [\[9\]](#jep12510-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}. Furthermore, synthesis of the evidence through data analysis and interpretation of findings, validation of the evaluation findings with stakeholders and integration of the research findings using triangulation occurred in both cases. It was evident that steps 2 and 3 of DEFINE can be accomplished to help gather data that can answer the research question(s) and goals outlined by stakeholders under Goal A. Consistent with reports by Hayes *et al*. [\[32\]](#jep12510-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, the use of the logic model appeared to be key in enabling the alignment of goals, research questions, indicators and evidence. Also, the use of mixed‐methods and multiple data sources strengthen the credibility and trustworthiness of the findings and provided a comprehensive understanding of the programmes and their impact [\[19\]](#jep12510-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}. It remains to be seen if having access to the DEFINE tools such as the All‐inclusive and Priority Multi‐level indicator sets and the DEFINE Determinants of Health Schematic could facilitate the exploration of possible causal linkages and the selection of indicators and tools that would enhance the comprehensiveness of the evaluation and evidence gathered.

Finally for Goal C of DEFINE, the findings confirm the importance and presence of integrated knowledge translation throughout the PFH and QIIP evaluations, not only to develop and implement the evaluation plan, but also to interpret and validate the results. The opportunity for stakeholders to share their views and interpretation of the findings followed by the steps taken by evaluators to re‐examine the data with stakeholders' perspectives in mind instilled confidence in the accuracy of the results. However, it is unclear to what extent stakeholders were involved in the development of an appropriate dissemination plan (Step 4) and integration of knowledge gained in new and innovative programmes (Step 5). That said, these cases exemplify the concepts of applying core competencies to advancing the field of evaluation [\[29\]](#jep12510-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}. There exists many barriers, such as institutional, regulatory and financial to overcome in order to encourage more widespread learning and scale‐up of successful innovations [\[4\]](#jep12510-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}. Given the limited evidence in both cases to support the involvement of all the stakeholders in a dedicated process to support knowledge exchange and translation, one could suggest that the inclusion of programme‐end knowledge translation as a main goal in DEFINE with associated tools and worksheets may help evaluators to examine more closely their role in knowledge translation, and the stakeholders needed to effectively implement lessons learned in new contexts. The guiding principles and processes related to integrated and end‐of‐programme knowledge translation throughout the framework may be the most critical new addition to evaluation frameworks in realizing the goal of producing better evidence to support superior decision making to address the burden of diabetes.

Limitations {#jep12510-sec-0020}
-----------

Because PFH and QIIP were large and comprehensive programmes focused on disease management, this case study provided insight into the applicability of the guiding steps and underlying principle of DEFINE. However, the inclusive nature and built‐in flexibility of DEFINE, which accommodates its application irrespective of the size, type or goals (health promotion, disease prevention or management) of diabetes programmes, could not be assessed by this intrinsic and collective case study. Doing an instrumental collective case study [\[19\]](#jep12510-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} by applying DEFINE to a variety of programmes should be conducted to test the applicability and generalizability of DEFINE. That said, certain aspects of DEFINE\'s built‐in flexibility were apparent, like how it could be used to conduct prospective and retrospective studies, as well as support the use of different evaluation designs, research methods and indicators in a comprehensive way to meet the goals of diverse stakeholders. Given that comprehensive evaluations such as PFH and QIIP are rare, using more commonly reported evaluation approaches may further support the need for and value of DEFINE \[[9](#jep12510-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#jep12510-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#jep12510-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#jep12510-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}\]. Using P4H and QIIP demonstrated that the comprehensiveness of the framework is feasible in real‐world research. Finally, DEFINE could be adapted and expanded to guide the evaluation of a variety of chronic disease programmes. Future work to expand the framework and test it on initiatives that target other chronic diseases is needed.

Conclusion {#jep12510-sec-0021}
==========

Retrospective examination of PFH and QIIP demonstrated how DEFINE could be used to structure future comprehensive evaluation of programmes implemented in health care settings. DEFINE\'s stepwise approach to capturing accurate and meaningful data using multi‐level indicators and exploring the causal relationships between investments, programmes and outcomes was exemplified in this case study. More work is needed to assess the applicability of DEFINE on programmes of different types and sizes, and to explore its adaptability to programmes targeting various aspects of chronic care including health promotion, disease prevention and management, as well as other chronic diseases. Also, a prospective study of the strengths and limitations of the DEFINE tools and worksheets will demonstrate more clearly the benefits of the framework in improving evaluation efforts. As previously reported [\[10\]](#jep12510-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, the framework will continue to be refined and strengthened as it gets applied to other diabetes programmes and chronic diseases, and as the body of research on its utility and applicability grows. DEFINE has the potential to become a standardized tool in guiding programme evaluation and informing health policy to reduce the burden of diabetes and other chronic diseases.
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